We deliver the modern platform
for machine learning and analytics
optimized for the cloud.
Expand your customer footprint, connect products and services, protect your business, and power
your digital transformation. Our platform — hybrid by design — helps unlock the value of data, so
you can build and deploy AI solutions at scale efficiently and securely, anywhere you want.

Why Cloudera?

The Modern Platform

Machine Learning/AI
Deliver models to production
faster and at scale with
workflow automation.

Analytics
Modern data warehousing built
for the enterprise hybrid cloud.

Cloud

Multi-function

Shared data experience (SDX)

Run anywhere

Building enterprise apps with ML and
AI is complex. Success requires data,
analytics, and models working together
for experimentation and innovation.
Cloudera enables multiple analytic
functions to be run against diverse
data sets at scale for simpler and faster
app development and deployment.

Data sharing across ML and data
warehouses is essential for team
collaboration. Cloudera SDX preserves
stateful data context on premises
and in the cloud, enabling secure
multiuser access to shared data. No
replication, no inconsistencies, no data
moves. Just one secure source of data.

Data is everywhere. Cloudera puts
you in control of analytic workloads
running anywhere your data resides.
Manage transient and long-lived
workloads across public clouds,
datacenters, or any combination.
That’s the power of Cloudera hybrid
cloud control.

The Cloudera Modern Data Platform

Hybrid control on any cloud
— public, private, multi.

Our Customers
Customer Count

1200+

Global 2000 Customers
Customer Countries

698

68

Top Global Banks

7 of 10

Top Global Techs

8 of 10

Top Global Telcos

9 of 10

Fast Facts
Analytic scale

50+ petabytes

Global Support

SCP Certified

Headquarters
Employees

Palo Alto, CA

1600+ Worldwide

Publicly traded NYSE: CLDR

Empowering people to transform data into clear and actionable insights.
Grow

Connect

Protect

Unlock the power of data to better
understand customers, learn from
their behaviors, and deliver relevant
interactions that drive business growth.

Effectively ingest, process, manage,
store, and drive insights from data
generated by connected devices
and assets.

Increase visibility and reduce risk
by using machine learning and
analytics to combat cyber threats
and fraud while driving governance.

_ Marketing automation

_ Predictive maintenance

_ Cybersecurity

_ Customer experience management

_ Connected vehicles

_ Risk modeling and analytics

_ Churn prevention and retention

_ Smart cities

_ Financial crime prevention

_ Personalized and relevancy marketing

_ Industrial IoT

_ Compliance

Telefonica Spain increased
in-store sales 17 percent
with real-time insights and
personalized content.

Komatsu doubles equipment
utilization by applying machine
learning to IoT data from
around the world.

NYSE improves market
surveillance and member
compliance with real-time insights
from over 20 petabytes of data.

“We’ve radically improved our
understanding of our customers to
deliver the best customer experience.”

“We can now grow incrementally at a
reasonable cost, expand our user base
and deliver services faster and better.”

“Cloudera data warehousing enables our
data processing and analytics, with the
speed and scale to match our data growth.”

Carlos Morrás
Innovation Manager, Telefónica Spain

Shawn Terry
Lead Architect, Komatsu Mining

Steve Hirsch
Chief Data Officer, Intercontinental Exchange / NYSE
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